This unique "BILLBOARD" Software option provides for automatic presentation of pre-recorded displays on the PROGRAM Channel while simultaneously allowing complete composition and update capabilities on the PREVIEW Channel. All other standard D-8800 features are included except Animation.

Features:

- Ten selectable display rates ranging from 12 to 360 pages per hour.
- Automatic Stop or Repeat at end of a specified page.
- Special Functions which allow displays (text) to be inserted in, deleted from and moved around in a sequence while the PROGRAM Channel is active.
- Software protection and error recovery procedures which prevent unintentional disruption of the On-Air video due to operator or disc errors.

Typical Applications:

This software is ideally suited for Billboard Applications such as:

- Area Weather and Traffic Bulletins.
- Time Schedules and Event Calendars.
- Current Sales Data and Price Schedules.
- Cable Television News, Weather and Classified Ad Channels.
- Any application where up-to-date, attention-getting color graphics and uninterrupted programming are important.